
SEAMLESS & HOSIERY
COLLECTION

FALL/WINTER 2019-20

An intuitive inspiration defines the Sensil® Trend book for Fall/Winter 2019/20, as the textile industry 

responds to the consumer’s demands. It is time for change, as the textile and fashion chain undergoes a 

move to stop playing it safe. A gut instinct comes into play, made easier by the performance and fashion yarns 

from Sensil®, in taking the seamless and legwear sectors to a new sophisticated level. 

This intuitive direction leads to a variety of applications that Sensil® can be applied, delivering functionality 

and style to brands through touch, optical aspects and built-in performance. The consumer continues to 

control, aware of the offering of multiplicity a garment can deliver combined with the desire for 

sustainability. Don’t rest on your laurels, develop and create innovative and eye-catching seamless garment 

collections inspired by Sensil®’s textile trends for the season. Now is the time to be intuitive and better 

still,trust your intuition with Sensil® performance yarns.A
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ATTITUDE

Step back, breathe and take in your 
surroundings. It’s time to enjoy the 
now, not Instagram or live-stream the 
minutiae of daily life. It’s time to down 
those digital tools and embrace 
nature. Combined with the continuing 
influence of health and wellbeing, this 
trend is about taking time out, calming 
and recharging the mind, but most of 
all achieving a harmony between 
nature and technology. 

For the seamless sector there is a 
surge in development in teaming 
Sensil® performance and fashion yarns 
with cellulosic fibres. Delivering the 
best of both worlds for a 24/7 level of 
performance for all seamless 
applications.

DETACH



Ÿ Cooling garment for men 
with Sensil® Breeze

Ÿ Compression zones for 
muscle support

Ÿ Pastelle used for tone-to 
tone contrasting effect

TS 2001

PA 2001

17-4111 TPX White 19-4027 TPX 16-3919 TPX 16-0439 TPX 14-1231 TPX 12-6205 TPX 19-4524 TPX

A full jean “package”

Ÿ Cooling Bra with Sensil® Breeze knitted in two layers

Ÿ Soft sensation on body

Ÿ Athleisure pants for wearing all day long

Ÿ Seamless jeans appearance

Ÿ Compression areas for support and push up effect 
in buttocks area

PA 2005

BR 2005



ATTITUDE

An electrified mood charges up the  

appearance of seamless combined 

with performance- enhancing yarns. 

There is an illuminating aspect to 

this trend contrasting with matte 

surfaces, combined with the 

energetic use of colour. With the 

increase in sports  participation, 

performance is crucial, but colour 

and surface appeal don’t have to be 

ignored. 

Sensil®’s Diamond is an essential 

ingredient in delivering dyeable soft 

touch seamless applications with a 

shimmery effect. Team with 

performance yarns from Sensil® 

including Innergy and Heat to 

deliver a charged functionality.

ACTIVATE



PA 2003

Ÿ Soft sensation on body with 
Supermicrofibre yarn

Ÿ Thermal insulation with Sensil® Heat for 
wearing in cold weather 

Ÿ Garment is tightly knitted for opaque effect

TA 2002

PA 2002

Ÿ Sensil® Innergy effects for 
muscle revitalization

Ÿ Black contrast effect in 
jacquard

Ÿ Compression in pants for 
extra support/tight on 
legs

Ÿ Light-weight shirt for 
maximum comfort

18-4214 TPX Black18-3531 TPX 17-1644 TPX 14-0156 TPX 19-4049 TPX 16-1349 TPX 18-2140 TPX

TS 2003



ATTITUDE

For the seamless sector it is time to 

have some fun and explore surface 

effects pulling traditional woven  

classics and mimicking through the 

seamless sector. Play with yarn 

placement and compression in creating 

new generation body mapped seamless 

applications with a renewed zeal and 

high levels of performance from Sensil®.

For the seamless sector it is time to 

have some fun and explore surface 

effects pulling traditional woven classics 

and mimicking through the seamless 

sector. Play with yarn placement and 

compression in creating new generation 

body mapped seamless applications 

with a renewed zeal and high levels of 

performance from Sensil®.

REVIVE



Ÿ Garment made with Supermicrofiber 
yarn for ultimate softness 

Ÿ Second skin sensation on the body

Ÿ Tone-to-tone dye effect

Ÿ Cut & sew garment for yoga

Ÿ Loose fitting, soft and 
comfortable

Ÿ Fabric provides wearer with 
maximum flexibility

17-1937 TPX 15-4323 TPX 17-1929 TPX 13-0720 TPX 13-5414 TPX 12-1310 TPX 18-4432 TPX 15-1245 TPX



ATTITUDE

Sustainability and wellbeing drive this 

trend, appealing to consumers who are 

acutely aware of their responsibility to 

the environment and to themselves and 

love the feel of nature. The focus is on 

cleaner processing, efficient 

performance, protecting essential 

resources, especially water, and 

focusing their demands on efficiency, 

longevity and dismissing the ‘made-

towaste’ mantra.

Sensil® EcoCare recycled nylon 6.6 is 

perfectly suited for this trend, specially 

for the yoga and base layer markets, but 

it is the fashion offering from Sensil® 

Duomix and Triomix that elevates the 

surface effect combined with the 

sustainable aspect of one-dye bath.

RESPECT



Ÿ Hoodie has great great soft feel

Ÿ Duomix fibre renders dot melange effect

Ÿ Great colour contrast due to black fiber 

Ÿ Can dye in two colours if desired

Ÿ Loose fitting for comfort

Ÿ The top has degradation tri-colour effects achieved with 
Triomix Stripy fibre

Ÿ Cordura® in elbows and knee areas for abrasion resistance

Ÿ Selected compression zones to protect muscles

Ÿ Knitted with Sensil® Aquarius for moisture management effect

17-3313 TPX 16-5806 TPX 13-4304 TPX 16-1340 TPX 13-0002 TPX 17-4123 TPX 18-1355 TPX 19-4229 TPX

HO2004

PA2004



ATTITUDE

A new take on indulgence as a stimulating 

visual appeal features, luxury is back, 

both optically and through tactility. 

Sensational touch teamed with 

expressive visual iridescence appeals. 

This trend can be worked subtly through 

to an outright brazen look. Demure to 

dazzling, it is the combination of Sensil® 

fashion and performance yarns that 

create the function teamed with 

spectacular effects.

The rich look is offset by a more delicate 

colour palette that embraces the 

different levels of luster in creating a 

subtle approach. Sensil®‘s Diamond is key 

to this trend, offering the dyeable option 

of getting a dazzling look with a super 

soft touch, perfect for the seamless 

hosiery and intimate apparel sectors.

INDULGE



Ÿ Shaper tank and hipster knitted with Britex for 
shiny appearance

Ÿ Tone-to-tone effect with good colour contrast

Ÿ Knitted with Eversheer for sheerness and 
Britex for opaqueness

Ÿ Light support

Ÿ Lightweight shaper made with Sensil® Innergy

Ÿ Revitalizing benefits for all-day comfort

Ÿ Compression zones for added support

Ÿ Tight knit - second skin sensation

BX 2009

TA 2009

14-1313 TPX 18-4225 TPX 19-3850 TPX Pearl White 19-0506 TPX 13-4103 TPX 14-1106 TPX 15-3908 TPX

TA 2012

HI 2012



ATTITUDE

The speed of technological advancements 

has never been as fast paced as it is now. 

With multitasking now a well-honed skill in 

surviving the rigors of 21st Century living, 

we have the technology and gadgets to 

simplify our lives and live in a more efficient 

manner. While we embrace the control and 

organization today’s connectivity brings, 

inspiration for this trend comes  through 

from past values, as old meets new, as we 

embrace new technology with old 

techniques in redefining textiles.

For seamless this is interpreted through a 

naturally soft and sensual touch delivered 

by Sensil ® nylon 6.6 yarns. Quite neat and 

fastidious in seamless construction,  the 

inclusion of Sensil ® Heat takes classics to a 

new level in all sectors of the market. 

Seamless denim apparel is key 

in this area too.

VALUE



Ÿ Garment with tonal, heather effects 

Ÿ Cotton-like sensation on body

Ÿ Soft fibre guarantees ease of movement

Ÿ Wide band at waist provides tummy support

Black 16-1542 TPX 15-6414 TPX 19-4027 TPX 19-1555 TPX 13-0535 TPX 18-1502 TPX 16-4719 TPX

Ÿ Garment with unique effects for exercising in the gym

Ÿ sheer areas achieved with Eversheer

Ÿ and sparkling pizzazz rendered by Diamond

Ÿ Rib design creates support zones

TA 2006

PA 2006


